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1. Introduction and Theorems. 1.1. Let us consider a trigo-
nometric series

( 1 lao + (an cos nx + b sin nx).

If we write r-,a+b, then the series (1) can be written in the
form

(2) F, rn cos(nx + cn), zr / 2 <= c< 3zr / 2.
Z=0

We denote by c0 the root of the equation

3/x-" cos x dx--O.

It is known that c0-0.30844 ....
In the case Cn--O (n--1, 2, ...) in (2), we have proved the follow-

ing theorems [1], as generalization of Chowld’s and Selberg’s theo-
rems [2].

Theorem I.

then

If the series E rn/nl- diverges for a

lim sup min F, r cos nx r
hr-* 0<x< n=l

312

where A()--(1-fl)(2 /(3))1- X- cos x dx >0. The constant A(fl)
jo

is the best possible one.
Theorem II. Let O<=ro. If there exist AO and

1-fl such that

r cos nx>=-AN for all x and all N,

then the series F, r/n- converges.

1.2. For non-vanishing (c), Chidambaraswamy and Shah [3]
have proved the following generalization of Chowla’s and Selberg’s
theorems [2].

Theorem III. If ro>O,

r cos(nx + Cn) >= 0 for all x and all N
n=0
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and there exist a>O, O fll, and d-d(a, fl)0 such that

sup x- cos(x+ c)dx<= -d,
n>l JO

then the series F, rn / n- converges.

Theorem IV. Let 0fll, l=<bl/(1-fl), 0yl-b(1-/).

sup x- cos(x+c)dx<=-d<O
n>=l

and the sequence of positive integers n (k>= 1), satisfies the condition
l<=nm. ..., n<=AN/ (0l-(1-fl)b-y),

then

lim sup N- min F, cos (nx + c) > O.
No 0_x_2 =1

1.3. We shall prove the theorems which contain above theorems
as particular case.

Theorem 1. If there exist a>O, 0<fl<l, and d>O such that

( 3 sup la X- COS(X + cn)dx---d
n_l J0

and the series rn/n- diverges, then

((4) lim sup min F, rn COS(nX + On) rn >=A’(fl)
N-, 0<x< n=l n=l

where A’(fl)-d(1-fl)/a-. The constant A’(fl) is the best possible
one.

If c--0 for all n in (2), then the theorem reduces to Theorem I.
If all coefficients a and b in the series (1) are non-negative, then
0=< c__</2 and then we can take a=3/2 in (3) and (3) is satisfied by

fl c0. Thus we get the following
Corollary 1. I an>_O and bn>=O for all n in (1) and the series

F, a+b /n- diverges for a fl, O<=flo, then

lim sup min (a cos nx + b sin nx)
N--, 0<x:2 n=l

where A"(fl) is a positive constant.
If one of c is -/2 or (c) has limiting point -u/2, then the

equation (3) does not hold for any a, any/5, and any d. Suppose that /2
+=<c__<(3/2)- for all n, then, taking a-27:-, the equation (3)
has a solution. If c-/2, then the series (1) becomes the sine series

--F, r sin nx and the relation (3) holds for any fl, 0fl 1, and for

any a>0, hence we have

Corollary 2. In the case of sine series F, b sin nx, if b> 0/or
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all n and the series F, b/n" diverges for an ,01, then

)tlim sup ma sin nx b
where A"’ is a positive constant.

Finally suppose that (n) is an increasing sequence of integers
and that a-1 for k-1, 2, and the other an are zero. Then Theo-
rem 1 reduces to

Corollary . If there exist a>O, 0fl<l, and d>O such that

sup[ x-a cos(X+Cn)dx---d
nl J0

and n- diverges, then
=1

lim sup rain eos(+e) A’"’()
0NxN2

where A’"’()- d(l-)a->0.
This contains Theorem IV as a particular case.
Theorem I can be stated in the following equivalent form.
Theorem I’. If $heve exis$ aO, 0I, and dO satisfying

he condition (3) and if, for any , O<< I,

r cos(n + Cn) --3A’() r for all N and all x,

hen he series r /n- converges.

Theorem Ill is a particular case of Theorem 1’ and hen of Theo-

rem 1 since we can suppose $ha$ r diverges.

Our second theorem is as follows"
Theorem 2. If $here exis$ aO, O 1, and dO, satisfying the

condition (3) and further if here exis A>O and 0<I-- such
$ha$

5 ) r cos(nx +c)-AN /or all N and ,
hen he series r / n- converges.

If all c vanish, then this theorem reduces to Theorem If, and
further Theorem Ill is also a particular case of Theorem 2. If
Cn=/2 for all n, then the relation (3) is satisfied for any , 0 I,
and a suitable a and the left side of (5) reduces to the sine series- rnsin nx. Thusweget

Corollary 4. If $here exis$ AO and , Oal, such

rsinnxAN for alI N and x,
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then the series F, r /n converges.

2o Proof of Theorems. 2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.

a0, 0fll, and d>0, satisfying the condition (3), then
Consider

N ’n N Fn--d , >_
j
x- cos(x + c)dx.=n- n-

E rn X- cos(nx + cn)dx-- r
n= 3o j= Ja/(j+)
N N N N j N

(6) =E E+E E -EE+ E E
n=l y=n n=l =n+l j=l j=l j=N+I n=l

Jo n=

I we put s= r and suppose that

( 7 M() rain f eos(z + e) -A’(fl)
for all , 1NNN, and for some , 0< 8<1, then (6) gives

x- dx+so x- dxdl n- 18J3a/(j+l)

8d (]--(+1)-9+N
k j=l

his is a eonradietion and then, for any , 0<<1, there is a such
tha the relation (7) does no hold. By divergence o the series

f/-, we have, for any , 0< 8<1,

M()<-SA’(fl) for infinitely many
and then

lira su(-M(N) /) A’(fl).
Since 8 is any ositive number < 1, we ge the required relation (4)... Proof of Theorem Z. By (6) and the assumption (g),-- f > A -dz AN

--A z-- g---Aa--e/(1-2-fl)
and then

N

E r <_Aa__/(l_2_/)d or all N.
n=l nZ-

Thus we get the convergence of the series /n------1
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